
To the Honorable Jim Marshall, Chair, and Members of the Consumer Affairs 
Committee 

May 21, 2021


Dear Honorable Jim Marshall, Chair, and Members of the Consumer Affairs Committee,


I am urgently writing to you today having learned your committee will be voting on 
further rolling out 5G, when safe wired  fiber-optic (FTTP) service that has been paid for 
by customers, does not carry the health hazards, the energy consumption, the 
insecurities, vulnerabilities and other drawbacks of wireless signals can be utilized in 
rural communities.


The 5G literature shows overwhelmingly that the 5G signals are harmful to 

biological organisms and that more and more people are becoming aware of the 
hazards they cause and don’t want to live near cell towers or other microwave radiation 
emitting  antennas.


I myself have been harmed from very short term exposure, within hours of activation of 
the smart meter on my house. Since then I experience chronic migraine headaches, 
tinnitis, heart palpitations, vision and hearing loss, skin cancers, and various other 
ailments.  Others I know suffer debilitating illnesses from developing electromagnetic 
sensitivity to the point of being wheel chair bound.

With the option for safe utility service already paid for, I object to any and all rollout of 
wireless 4G and 5G in our rural area. 


I am aware that long-term chronic exposure to wireless signals from 5G antennas 
results in real measurable harm as Dr. Martin Paul and thousands of credentialed 
scientists have articulated in the science literature and in signed petitions against the 
global deployment of wireless 5G technology and its pulsed modulated microwave 
signals. ( See Dr. Paul’s summary and evidence below this letter)


My neighbors and myself have little use for 5G radiating our farmland, cattle, children, 
pregnant wives, developing fetus’; this act against our nature 

disrespects and abuses all of us. Our rights to privacy and security must be 

recognized by our government whom we Americans vote in and pay to protect us from  
harm. More of us prefer to travel in horse drawn buggies at the pace in which we travel. 

Car owners respect our ways and do not pressure us. It is common to follow a tractor, 
or buggy in the rural areas. 

We have no intention of ever owning an autonomous car, a cell phone, or smart device 
of any kind. Our mountain agriculture community have taken hundreds of years to 
evolve to this point , we pay taxes on time, and abide by the law. We are grateful for 
this opportunity to speak to you today. 


There has been a lot of money dedicated to 5G program. Some OTARD regulations 
have come up for discussion. It was not meant for extreme radiation devices to go 
above a house.The idea of placing a 5G on my neighbors house which will emit 



radiation causing harm to our families is not acceptable particularly when there is a 
safe alternative, one which we Americans already paid for. The idea of doing this 
without the consent of neighbors, or safety review is not acceptable. 

Rural areas of the planet where farming culture practices take place, where families 
provide food from the land, where cattle, sheep, chickens thrive under the open sky 
eating grass and worms, should be exempt from 5G. 

If individuals want it they should be able to live in a community who is in favor of it. 
That community is not rural Pa. We have 5G in the heavens beaming down for those 
who choose it. 


The idea of 5G being in all communities all over this planet reminds me of a selfish little 
child that wants what is not theirs. It is offensive to me. This planet is God’s gift to us. 
Safe natural electromagnetic radiation from the cosmos will not sicken our

calves , babies, loved ones, bees, birds, trees, insects. All of creation so perfectly 
ordered has been offered to all of us. not just some of us.  How selfish to think we all 
want to download movies faster. How selfish to not consider the good of all. The health 
of us all. the harm to us all.This kind of thinking does not fit in our communities. One 
size does not fit all no matter how you look at this situation. Please do not force 
manmade 5G radiation on our community.


Sincerely, 


Linda E. Beck

933 Texter Mountain Road

Robesonia, PA 19551

223 229-3455 



